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ABSTRACT. Aircraft aerodynamic forces and moments can be expressed as a func-tion of the dynamic pressure, aircraft dimensions and flight conditions. They arevery important do predict the aircraft behavior and performance. Moreover, theyplay an important role predicting the model response to control inputs. For thesereasons it is important to accurate determine the aerodynamic characteristics interms of stability and control derivatives. This study presents a methodology toprecisely estimate stability and control derivatives through system identificationprocedure. Navion FAR 23 airplanemodel was used for this purpose. A bio-inspiredoptimization method was used to create optimal input control signals to excite themodel and obtain an output signal with good frequency content that allowed toproperly identify the system. Inclusion of bio-inspired methods increased the accu-racy of the estimates. The method can be used to identify fixed wing platforms ofsimilar characteristics. Results can be used to develop flight simulators to collectsystem information regarding certification evidences and to train pilots.
keywords: Aircraft, stability, control, aerodynamics.
RESUMEN. Las fuerzas y los momentos aerodinámicos de las aeronaves se puedenexpresar en función de la presión dinámica, las dimensiones de la aeronave y lascondiciones de vuelo. Son muy importantes para predecir el comportamiento yel rendimiento de la aeronave. Además, desempeñan un papel importante al pre-decir la respuesta del modelo a los comandos de control. Por estas razones, esimportante determinar con precisión las características aerodinámicas en térmi-nos de derivativas de estabilidad y control. Este estudio pretende establecer unametodología para estimar con precisión las derivativas de estabilidad y control através de procedimientos de identificación de sistemas. El modelo de avión Navionde categoría FAR 23 fue utilizado para este propósito. Se implementó un métodode optimización bioinspirado para crear señales de control de entrada óptimas paraestimular el modelo y obtener una señal de salida con un buen contenido de fre-cuencia que permitiera identificar correctamente el sistema. Se logró determinarque la inclusión demétodos bioinspirados aumentó la precisión de las estimaciones.El método desarrollado se puede utilizar para identificar los parámetros de platafor-mas de ala fija de peso y características similares. Los resultados se pueden utilizarpara el desarrollo de simuladores de vuelo con el propósito de recopilar informa-ción del sistema durante las pruebas de certificación y para capacitar a los pilotos.
Palabras clave: Aeronaves, estabilidad, control, aerodinámica.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
System identification (Sys-ID) is a method for developing mathematical model that describes system dynamics,based on observation or measurements of input and output for the system under study. To identify and quan-tify aircraft response, control surface excitations must be performed to take the aircraft out of it equilibriumstate. Process schematic is shown in Fig. 1. Sys-ID allows to find more accurate results related to aerodynamicderivatives when compared with methods like Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations or wind tun-nel test. Sys-ID process uses the real scale aircraft characteristics. The development of high accurate aircraftsimulation models based on data obtained from identification techniques is an important research topic. Itsapplications are the development of flight simulation models and the design of control laws including stabilityaugmentation commands, performing adaptive control and reconfiguration based on external disturbancesand environmental condition. To perform the system identification a specific control signal is applied to theaircraft model and its response is recorded [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].

To detect the specific physical characteristics of the aircraft special flight maneuvers are performed. Thesemaneuvers are divided into longitudinal and lateral motion and performed separately to acquire the requiredinformation. Nowadays engineers consider new optimized ways to get model information to reduce flight testcampaign time and costs. To achieve this, it is possible to design maneuvers in which flight control surfacesare deflected simultaneously. Control commands are generated by simultaneous excitation of the controlsurfaces. Relative Peak Factor RPFminimization is preferred because it reduces the control surface deflectionsby minimizing the energy input. Multisine excitations can be used to achieve this purpose. This method isbased on small perturbations to keep the aircraft as close as possible to the equilibrium state while keepingthe accuracy of the estimate model. In order to find signals with these characteristics, Schroeder developed amodel that proves that a phase-shifted sum of sinusoids can be used as input signals with low peak factor andgood frequency content [6]. A specific power spectrum must be obtained to accomplish this aim. This taskcan be carried by using engineering based approach based on experience or more efficiently by using LichotaMethod for maximizing the information stored from the aircraft response. Lichota method is a bio-inspiredmethod based in Genetic Algorithm (GA) optimization technique to obtain adequate input energy content fora specific aircraft model [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].

F IG . 1 Schematic of current study procedure.
In this paper the aircraft under study is assumed to be a rigid body. Forces and moments acting on itarise from aerodynamics and propulsion characteristics. Mass and geometry symmetry is assumed along thelongitudinal plane. By implementing 4-M methodology the model derivatives can be estimated. This methodhas some advantages like reduced consumption of money and time. It also deals with complex maneuvers inflight, which cannot be replicated in CFD and wind tunnels tests [1].

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS
In the study two set of deflection sequences were created based on multisine control signals. Various caseswere considered basing on if a-priori knowledge based on system dynamics was included. For the first caseno a-priori information was added during the computations to calculate the multisine control signals using a
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63 Implementation of bio-inspired optimization algorithms in the System Identification of a FAR 23 aircraft
Matlab based script [13]. For the second case, a-priori information in terms of stability and control derivativeswas used to compute the signals.

Simultaneous control vectors with minimum input amplitudes, wide-band frequency content and orthog-onality in both the time domain and the frequency domain were generated. The signals are phase-optimizedmultisine sweep. Each set of data has minimized RPF for a designated power spectrum in the selected fre-quency range. Only ailerons and rudder were analyzed to obtain coupled lateral and directional derivativesinformation. The uniform power spectrum was used in the first case. In the second case the non-uniformpower spectrum was obtained through numerical optimization (GA) [11, 14, 15].
An aircraft model was excited by the control vectors. For each case the angle of attack, sideslip angle,linear velocity, roll, pitch and yaw rates, bank and pitch angles and linear acceleration magnitudes were regis-tered to perform the Sys-ID process. This project pretends to determine if including a-priori knowledge in thesystem inputs design will allow us to obtain estimates with higher accuracy. After performing the maneuvers,resulting data was used to identify selected aircraft aerodynamic coefficients through Output Error Methodand Maximum Likelihood Principle [10, 11] [13] [16].

2.1 | First case: Uniform Power Spectrum
For this case, the dynamic information of the aircraft was not included to calculate the orthogonal multisinecontrol vector. A uniform distributed power spectrumwas used along the airplane selected frequency range asset in Table 1. The orthogonal harmonically related multisine inputs with minimized peak factor was obtained.The control vector u consists of the sum of harmonic sinewaves which have individual amplitudeAk and phaseshift angles φk as shown in Eq. (1) [17]:

u =
N

∑
k=1

Ak sin(2πfkt + φk) (1)

where fk from k = 1 toM are consecutive harmonic frequencies and t is the time. A vector fu was set as aninput for the excitations. The signal was divided according to the harmonic frequencies that were assigned toailerons and rudder. To obtainmutually orthogonal inputs, it was required to assign different harmonics to eachflight control. For ailerons f0,3f0,5f0, . . . were assigned and for the rudder 2f0,4f0,6f0. . . were used. Thisdistribution gives orthogonality in frequency domain as distinct spectral lines compose the frequency contentof each input. Due to the orthogonality properties of the sine function, the signal time domain orthogonality isachieved [2]. The range of frequencies was stablished from 0 to 2 Hz typical for a large-scale aircraft. Controlsurfaces excitation lasted for 20 seconds, however the total maneuver time was 40 seconds. A total of 40harmonics were analyzed.
TABLE 1 Multisine signal design configuration

Settings Magnitude
Amplitude From 0.9 to 1.5
Minimum frequency 0.05 Hz
Maximum frequency 2 Hz
Sampling interval 0.02 sec.
Time length, sec. From 20 to 30 sec.
Number of signals to generate 2 (rudder and ailerons)
Matrix with columns containing frequencies for each input Default
Matrix with columns defining power spectrum for each input Default (uniform power spectrum)
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The magnitude of the power spectrum was constant along the frequency range. The phase shift angles

φk for each control surface were chosen to increase the efficiency of the input signal. From equation 2 wasobtained a low RPF with a maximum energy and minimum amplitude range input [2] [13].
RPF (uj) = max(uj) −min(uj)

2
√

2rms(uj)
(2)

where j = 1 corresponds to ailerons and j = 2 to rudder. The initial values for the phase shift angles werecalculated by using the equation 3 developed by Schroeder [6]:
φj,k = φj,k−1 + 2π(fj,k−1 − fj,k)k − 1

Mj
T (3)

The generated vector must start and finish with zero value to keep and return the aircraft at equilibrium po-sition before and after the maneuver. For this reason, the signals were shifted on time. For all the signalsexcitation started at 10 seconds and lasted for 20 seconds.
After calculations the control inputs and RPF for each excitation were obtained. Fig. 2 presents the controlvector for ailerons and rudder as a function of time.

2.2 | Second case: Non-uniform Optimized Power Spectrum with Genetic Algorithm.
In this case, the RPF was optimized using a bio-inspired optimization method, such as GA. The procedurebelongs to evolutionary algorithm class and is inspired by natural selection based on crossover, mutation andselection that mimics biological evolution process. The GA at each step selects individuals from a specificpopulation based on decision variables to produce the children for the next generation. By repeating theprocess on each generation, the individuals evolve towards an optimal solution.

F IG . 2 Orthogonal multisine control vectors for the first case.
The following procedure was used to obtain the control vectors. To evaluate airplane a-priori information
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65 Implementation of bio-inspired optimization algorithms in the System Identification of a FAR 23 aircraft
Marchand method was implemented based on the a-priori known stability and control derivatives [18]. Bodeplots for lateral and directional derivatives were obtained from literature available information [19]. They werecomputed for the rolling moment L, the yawing moment N and the lateral force Y for both ailerons and rudder.With the Bode plots it is possible to determine the frequency ranges which are more appropriate to obtainaccurate information from the performed maneuvers. A ponderation was developed in the frequency domainto calculate weighting factors. The magnitude of the weighting factors was stablished like a threshold in theorder of one decade below in the logarithm scale. The maximum range in the plot was determined alongthe range of the frequencies under study (0 to 2 Hz) from the graphs and corresponding magnitudes of eachplotted magnitude. From the calculated differences a ponderation was computed. The lower the differencefrom the threshold, the higher the assigned ponderation. For each control surface the obtained ponderationdistribution was assigned to 20 harmonic frequencies that compose the power spectrum.

Contributions were added for each control surface and then normalized in a way where the sum of allthe power spectrum components is equal to one. Fig. 3 presents the reference power spectrum for both theailerons and rudder. From the plot it can be seen that in this study for the identification process the informationobtained at high frequencies provides less content then at low frequencies the information is more accuratefor the study of both control surfaces.
The optimization algorithm begins by creating a random initial population. Then a sequence of new popu-lation is created. At each phase, the current individuals are used to create the next generation. To do so thealgorithm classifies the individuals according to a fitness parameter, the RPF. The method selects a group ofindividuals in the current population called parents who contribute their genes coded as numbers in a vector toproduce new children. The parents are selected based on their fitness. The children are produced by crossingor mutating the vector entries of parents. The current population is replaced by the next generation and theprocess is repeated until a determined stopping criterion is achieved.

F IG . 3 Reference power spectrum.
For the current project, 50 individuals were randomly created as the initial population. Each of them wasrepresented by a power spectrum distribution. Twenty features determine their individual characteristics andeach one corresponds to an individual harmonic in the power spectrum matrix. Features were coded with
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binary numbers (genes). Chromosomes were converted into decimal scale and multiplied by weighting factorscontained in the reference power spectrum to include the a-priori knowledge.

F IG . 4 Uniform crossover representation.
After the individuals were created the selection principlewas applied to the calculated population. RouletteWheel Selection (RWS) method was used for this task, otherwise a super individual would dominate the pop-ulation. RWS works based on the evaluation of a fitness function. Probability of parenthood is proportionalto individual fitness. For this specific case, low RPF magnitude were desired among the analyzed population.Individuals with a low RPF had more chances to be selected for recombination and produce the next gener-ation. RWS method was applied to select well suited individual and produce pairs. RPF was obtained fromthe evaluations carried for each excitation, which means that 50 solutions were computed. Afterward, RWSprocess was performed to obtain parents that will produced the best individuals for the next generation. Thealgorithm creates crossover children by mixing pair of parents by crossover as shown in Fig. 4. Odd and pairgenes are combined from two individuals to create two new children.

F IG . 5 Ailerons and Rudder Optimized Power Spectrum.
The newly obtained population replaced the previous one and the process was repeated 50 times. To
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67 Implementation of bio-inspired optimization algorithms in the System Identification of a FAR 23 aircraft
introduce more diversity and uncertainty in the population, a mutation operator was added during the processwhich changed some elements on the DNA during the combination. This was performed by creating a randomvector containing decimal numbers from zero to one. A threshold of 0.95 was set for the mutation. If anumber is bigger that the stablish threshold a mutation was imposed to the corresponding gene position inthe newly created child. After the last generation, the individual with the lowest RPF was selected to producethe orthogonal multisine control vector u.The results of the optimized power spectrum distribution obtained after 50 generations for both theailerons and rudder are presented in Fig. 5.The orthogonal multisine control input signals obtained from the optimized power spectrum are shown inFig. 7.
2.3 | Model excitation
After using the control signals to excite the aircraft model its response in time domain was obtained. Theformulation allowed to obtain information regarding the sideslip angle (β), the roll rate (p), the yaw rate (r), theroll angle (Φ), and lateral acceleration (ay). Fig. 6 presents the time response of the model after applicationof the first set of control signals. Fig. 8 shows the model response to the second set of input signals. Themaneuver lasted for 40 seconds in both cases.

F IG . 6 Aircraft responses for the uniform power spectrum.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
System identification is used to stablish for estimating the aerodynamic derivatives of an aircraft. Many differ-ent methods have been used among the history as reported by Carnduff [20]. Maximum likelihood principle
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68 Agudelo D., P. Lichota.
and Output Error Method were used by NASA [21] to identify stability and control derivatives of a Normalcategory Cessna U-206. Furthermore, time and frequency domain and output error method were applied byMorelli and Klein in the identification process of a Twin Otter airplane [22]. Moreover, a research conductedby Kim and Seong used the maximum likelihood method to identify the parameters of a general aviation ca-nard aircraft [23]. For the present study, Maximum Likelihood Principle and Output Error Method were usedto identify the Navion aircraft parameters.

F IG . 7 Orthogonal control vector for second case.

TABLE 2 Relative error of the parameterestimates.
Parameter Uniform Power Spectrum Optimized Power Spectrum
Lp 0,19% 0,47%
Lr 3,37% 6,77%
Lda 0,00% 0,01%
Ldr 0,00% 0,02%
Lbeta 0,00% 0,01%
Np 16,26% 32,52%
Nr 2,12% 5,42%
Nda 1268,63% 171,36%
Ndr 2,85% 5,38%
Nbeta 0,72% 0,02%
Yr 3,37% 6,78%
Yd 0,00% 0,03%
Ybeta 0,00% 0,03%

TABLE 3 Relative error of the parameterestimates.
Parameter Optimized Power Spectrum
Lp 0,21%
Lr 0,32%
Lda 0,06%
Ldr 0,47%
Lbeta 0,11%
Np 0,23%
Nr 0,20%
Ndr 0,07%
Nbeta 0,11%
Yd 0,42%
Ybeta 0,66%

An ordinary differential equations model involving the aircraft dynamic parameters, the input signals andthe system response was used to identify the aerodynamic derivatives through OEM in the longitudinal andlateral directions. For the calculations the aircraft was considered as a rigid body where the inertial forceswere not affected by the control surfaces deflections. Furthermore, the airplane is assumed to fly at constantspeed during cruise flight segment, with all engines running at constant regimen providing constant thrust
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69 Implementation of bio-inspired optimization algorithms in the System Identification of a FAR 23 aircraft
force magnitude. Due to short maneuver time, no significant fuel consumption was considered. The airplanehas a symmetry condition along its longitudinal plane in terms of mass and geometry. Finally, turbulent effectswere omitted and good weather conditions were assumed.

After the system identification procedure was performed, the obtained data was compared with experi-mental data acquired from flight tests. Relative error e for each aerodynamic coefficient was calculated fromthe equation:
e = θ̂l − θi

θi
(4)

where θi are aerodynamic derivatives and hat symbol denotes estimates. Results for the analyzed casesare presented in terms of relative error in the Table 2. For this case Nda, Yr were not estimated. 5 out of11 estimates reduced the relative error magnitude when compared to the error obtained from the optimizedpower spectrum identification results. Further studies must be carried out to improve obtained results.

F IG . 8 Aircraft responses for the optimized power spectrum.

4 | CONCLUSIONS
During this study, two maneuvers were performed an analyzed to estimate lateral-directional control deriva-tives. To achieve this goal, ailerons and rudder were deflected simultaneously. First test was based on orthog-onal multisine inputs obtained for a uniform power spectrum. Second case was performed for a non-uniformoptimized power spectrum with a bio-inspired procedure based on Genetic Algorithm optimization techniqueto obtain the input signals.

For the second case, a genetic algorithm was applied, natural selection-based process method which has
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70 Agudelo D., P. Lichota.
the objective of improve the accuracy of the estimate values. The a-priori knowledge was introduced by mul-tiplying weighting factors by the energy distribution obtained from Marchand method. A mutation operatorwas used to introduce more diversity to the solution.The implemented methodology permitted to obtain a low relative peak factor signal. Used of the a-prioriinformation led to obtain better power spectrum distributions.This kind of investigations can involve different fixed-wing aircraft models because that are totally de-scribed in terms of aerodynamic derivatives. For this reason, the methodology of this study could be validatedwith other aircraft.
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